THE MODERNISATION OF THE ENERGY CHARTER TREATY:
SUBSTANTIAL AND PROCEDURAL IMPLICATIONS FOR THE IIA REGIME

WEBINAR
(ORGANISED BY UNIVERSITY ‘PARTHENOPE’ OF NAPLES AND THE ASIA PACIFIC FDI NETWORK)

DATE: 05 NOVEMBER 2021
TIME: 14.00-17:30 CET

14.00-14.10: WELCOME REMARKS BY THE ORGANISERS:
YULIA LEVASHOVA AND SARA PUGLIESE

14.10 - 14.30: KEYNOTE ADDRESS:
LUKAS STIFTER (CHAIR OF THE MODERNISATION GROUP, ECT) “INTRODUCTORY REMARKS ON THE MODERNISATION PROCESS”

14.30 - 15.30: PANEL I: PERSPECTIVES ON THE MODERNISATION PROCESS
MODERATOR: HANS VAN HOUTTE (KU LEUVEN)

CARLO PETTINATO (EUROPEAN COMMISSION)
“THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION TOWARDS MODERNISATION OF THE ECT”

DORIEKE OVERDUIN (DUTCH MINISTRY OF ECONOMIC AFFAIRS AND CLIMATE POLICY)
“THE DUTCH APPROACH TOWARDS THE MODERNISATION OF THE ECT”

DIANA ROSSERT (UNCTAD)
“THE MODERNIZATION OF THE ECT AS PART OF GLOBAL IIA REFORM”
Q&A SESSION

15:30 – 17:00: PANEL II: REFLECTIONS ON PROCEDURAL AND SUBSTANTIVE ISSUES ARISING OUT OF THE INTERPRETATION OF THE ECT
MODERATOR: PAOLO DAVIDE FARAH - WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY / GLAWCAL - GLOBAL LAW INITIATIVES FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

JULIEN CHAISSE (CITY UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG/ASIA PACIFIC FDI NETWORK)
“EU AND INVESTMENT ARBITRATION UNDER THE ENERGY CHARTER TREATY: SOME REFLECTIONS ON FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY”

OTTAVIO QUIRICO (AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY, UNIVERSITY OF NEW ENGLAND AND EUROPEAN UNIVERSITY INSTITUTE):
“THE INTEGRATION OF CLIMATE POLICIES INTO THE ECT MODERNISATION PROCESS”

YULIA LEVASHOVA (NYENRODE UNIVERSITY/ASIA PACIFIC FDI NETWORK) “A PERSPECTIVE ON REFORMING OF A FET STANDARD UNDER THE ECT”
SARA PUGLIESE (UNIVERSITY ‘PARTHENOPE’ OF NAPLES) “THE EFFECTS OF ACHMEA DOCTRINE ON THE ECT DISPUTE SETTLEMENT MECHANISM”
Q&A SESSION

17:15 – 17:30 CONCLUDING REMARKS: HANS VAN HOUTTE (KU LEUVEN)

FOR REGISTRATION LINK HERE

ACADEMIC MANAGERS: YULIA LEVASHOVA; SARA PUGLIESE
SUPPORTING STAFF: ALESSIO SCAFFIDI
FOR CONTACTS: ECTWEBINAR@UNIPARTHENOPE.IT